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MARKETPLACE
PITCH YOUR PROJECT!

Connecting Europe Days
2022
With the 2022 Connecting Europe Days Marketplace in
Lyon the Commission will provide a platform - in the
middle of the conference exhibition and networking
area - where young innovative companies (start-ups,
SMEs) and public and private partners from across
Europe can share their projects in a short pitch - a
selling speech - meet new investors and exchange best
practices.
The project being pitched showcase a clear link to the
Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T). Each pitch
lasts no longer than 3 minutes, allowing for a quick 2
minutes Q&A by the moderator afterwards. The pitches
are in English.
This year is the European Year of Youth, the
Marketplace will therefore have duo moderation with
the participation of Bluebook trainees from the
European Commission.

Exhibition Guide
Session I 13H.40 – 14H.50 Marketplace session Urban
& Decarbonisation. Moderated by Wim van de Camp
and Carl Seemann
Session II 15H.00 – 15H.54 Marketplace session
Research & Innovation. Moderated by Mathieu Grosch
and Maria Guillen Molina.
Session III 16H.00 – 17H.0 Marketplace session
III Decarbonisation. Moderated by Jon Worth and Matej
Zganec
Session IV 17H.10 – 18H.30 Marketplace Digitalisation
& Decarbonisation. Moderated by Lotte Lankveld and
Carmen Machado
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Optimising multimodal traffic
operations for efficient
transport
Juliette Thijs

TANGENT is an EU-funded project aiming to develop
new tools for urban multimodal transport management.
It builds on mobility data collection, traffic network
prediction and stimulation models, transport network
optimization and travel behaviour modelling. The
Horizon 2020 project focuses on case studies in the
cities of Athens, Greater Manchester, Lisbon and
Rennes.

It will give a dynamic overview of the project’s
ambitions in the hope of building synergies with new
partners and projects at the Connecting Europe Days.
@TANGENT_H2020

The pitch will lay down the key challenges of traffic
management, how the TANGENT project will tackle
them and highlight the first results in the four casestudy cities.

Contact:
tangent-h2020.eu/
twitter.com/TANGENT_H2020
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Towards clean public
transportation with fuel cell
buses
Magali Serneaux

JIVE, JIVE 2 and MEHRLIN have the objective to
showcase the viability of H2 fueled public
transportation through the deployment of fuel cell
buses and associated Hydrogen refueling stations in
cities and regions throughout Europe. The JIVE and
JIVE 2 projects received funding from the Clean
Hydrogen Partnership and MEHRLIN is co-financed by
the European Union's Connecting Europe Facility. The
project is coordinated by Element Energy, an ERM
Group company, a consultancy specialized in lowcarbon energy.
Magali Senaux is a project manager consultant at
Element Energy, an ERM Group company, a
consultancy specialised in low-carbon energy. She is
part of the coordination team of several flagship
European hydrogen mobility projects, including
JIVE/JIVE2/MEHRLIN and H2Haul. She has a master’s
in management degree from ESCP Business School
with a specialisation in Energy Transition and
Sustainability.

JIVE, JIVE2 and MEHRLIN are flagship hydrogen
mobility projects which were launched between 2016
and 2018. They have the objective to deploy around
300 fuel cell buses (FCBs) and 20 hydrogen refueling
stations across 16 cities and regions in 6 countries.
Over the 5 years since the inception of the projects,
significant progress has been observed and clear next
steps have been defined to ensure that the viability of
the technology is showcased, including beyond the
project. The project aims to encourage future
deployments of FCBs across Europe to help mitigate the
greenhouse gas emissions from public transportation.
The JIVE and JIVE 2 projects received funding from the
Clean Hydrogen Partnership and MEHRLIN is cofinanced by the European Union's Connecting Europe
Facility.

Contact:
www.fuelcellbuses.eu/
twitter.com/Fuelcellbus
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AVENUE – Autonomous Vehicles
to Evolve to a New Urban
Experience
Pierre Chehwan

Pierre Chehwan is VP of Strategic-Alliance and Institutional
Relationship at NAVYA Group.
With 25 years of experience in fast paced technologies
within market movers’ companies, he worked in
entrepreneurial pioneer Startups, as well as international
organisation challengers. Pierre contributed to 2 major
disruptive technologies that changed our daily lives: the
birth of Internet and the rise of the Smartphone. Today he
is contributing to the 3rd one with the Autonomous
vehicles.
AVENUE aims to prepare the adoption by demonstration of
Automated Vehicles for public transport. This has been
carried out with full scale demonstrations of urban
transport automation by deploying, for the first worldwide
ever, fleets of autonomous shuttles in low to medium
demand areas of 4 European demonstrator cities: Geneva,
Lyon, Copenhagen and Luxembourg, and 3 replicator
cities. Avenue disrupted public transport paradigms by
bringing flexibility and innovation in transporting people
with new services like vehicles with no operator delivering
an On-Demand services.

While the world has committed to far-reaching a green
transitions toward more responsible and inclusive
mobility, each country is advancing at its own rhythm
according to its strategic roadmap. Automated vehicles for
public transport is developing throughout the world and
sets the stage for a new type of multimodal mobility as a
service to the passenger and the environment.
The deployments in AVENUE are providing answers for
last mile transportation where efficiency is hailed
unanimously by all partners and users. These pilot
projects are the indispensable starting point that leads to
deployment on larger scale projects impacting the way we
move. The electric and automated shuttles of Navya are
supporting this modal shift from car usage to public
transport smoothly and embrace each country plan
toward cleaner and inclusive transport in line with the EU
Green Deal.

Contact:
h2020-avenue.eu/contact/
twitter.com/avenue_project
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The Grand Paris Express, a lever to
change practices and participate to
the fight against global warming

Marine Binckli

At the crossroads of two Trans-European Transport
Network corridors and within the Paris urban node, the
Grand Paris Express (GPE) is currently the largest
transport project in Europe. The new metro of the
Greater Paris will be a key transport infrastructure
linking territories and mobility hubs thanks to 200 km
of new automatic lines criss-crossing the capital and 68
new stations, gradually brought into service between
2024 and 2030.

construction, and financing of the GPE, is committed to
reduce the carbon footprint of the metro's construction
and encourage innovation and experimentation to
change industry practices in the long term.

As it consists in a fundamental rethink, redesign and
focus on the public transport network on the scale of
the metropolitan area, while reinforcing also European
links, the GPE is a major project to tackle climate
change and develop a sustainable city.
Marine Binckli will present the Grand Paris Express
(GPE) project and how the Société du Grand Paris, the
public national company in charge of the conception,

Contact:
www.societedugrandparis.fr
twitter.com/GdParisExpress
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Smart and sustainable mobility
on EU corridors: 10 years of
synergetic development
Els de Wit

The following 3 pitches are a combination, prepared by
the Ministry of Infrastructure in the Netherlands,
province of Zuid-Holland and province of Limburg. The
first pitch will present the findings of a study exploring
concrete synergy projects and opportunities between
the transport, energy and digital networks on the North
Sea – Baltic, Rhine – Alpine and North Sea –
Mediterranean Corridors. Two examples of synergyopportunities will be illustrated by the Province of ZuidHolland, the RH2INE Kickstart IWT initiative and the
Province of Limburg, presenting RHOMBUS concept
supporting a network of multimodal sustainable inland
waterways and harbors on the corridors.
The Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management is committed to improving quality of life,
access and mobility in a clean, safe and sustainable
environment. To reach climate targets, the Netherlands
believes that Europe needs to become a climate-neutral
society. This can only be achieved by ensuring the
realisation of a decarbonised energy system and a
transition towards smart and sustainable mobility.

The Netherlands believes that (CEF) synergy projects
provide a unique opportunity to contribute to both
transitions
simultaneously,
ensuring
their
interconnectedness.
The pitch will present the findings of a study exploring
concrete synergy projects and opportunities between
the transport, energy and digital networks on the North
Sea – Baltic, Rhine – Alpine and North Sea –
Mediterranean Corridors.

Connecting Europe Days
2022
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Rhine Hydrogen Integration
Network of Excellence
Klaas van Staalduine

RH2INE is a collaboration between the province of ZuidHolland and the German state of North Rhine Westfalia
with the objective of creating a zero-emission transport
corridor by developing the right conditions and
infrastructure for the use of hydrogen for the inland
transport chain
e.g. inland shipping,
freight
transportation by road and rail for the last mile.

Contact:
www.rh2ine.eu

Connecting Europe Days
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Rhombus UPSIDE: Upscaling inland Port
infrastructure in Support of modal shift
and regional Sustainable Development

Luca Neumann & Jan-Karel Konings

Optimal and sustainable management of freight
transport will be one of the most important challenges
over the coming decades, both for the logistics and
shipping industries and for the authorities at various
levels
(federal
government,
provinces,
and
municipalities). Efficient and safe freight flows and
logistics are essential for sustainable growth and
competitiveness of the Topcorridors regions as well as
for Europe. For the development of excellent freight
transport corridors, a sustainable economic approach
that includes the public and private sectors is a critical
pre-condition. Within the Topcorridor program, as well
as the Rh2ine program, goals are set regarding the
economic growth and activity, environmental impact
and sustainability, and the safety and quality
(accessibility) of the corridors. The figure below shows
the different goals and related criteria. One of the main
objectives of the Topcorridors vision for 2030 is to
retain and strengthen its position as a high quality
corridor for freight transport, both within the
Netherlands and as part of the TEN-T. To achieve this,

a program has been developed that contains different
projects for improving the waterway, rail and road
transport modes, in order to improve the entire TEN-T
network in the Netherlands. This Topcorrridors
approach is embedded in Dutch national infrastructure
policy, called BO-MIRT. As part of the program, more
than 80 projects have been identified that contribute to
the Topcorridors/Rhombus goals. Among which the
improvement of facilities for inland waterway transport.
In order to match the Topcorridors vision with TEN-T
the Rhombus initiative has been developed.
The pitch will present the findings of a study exploring
concrete synergy projects and opportunities between
the transport, energy and digital networks on the North
Sea – Baltic, Rhine – Alpine and North Sea –
Mediterranean Corridors.

Contact:
www.circularports.com
twitter.com/BlueportsL
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MOVE21 Scan - Med
Observatory
Raffaele Vergnani

MOVE21 helps cities and metropolitan areas transform
into smart and zero emissions urban nodes for mobility
and logistics. The project connects urban systems in an
integrated approach and addresses both goods and
passenger transport with the aim to improve efficiency,
capacity utilisation, accessibility, and innovation
capacity in urban transport. MOVE21 delivers
innovative, close to market ready solutions that have
been proven to work in different regulatory and
governance settings.
Major discussion on TEN-T has been driven so far
mostly by national stakeholders (Governments,
Ministries). The focus has been on major infrastructure
works, missing links, cross-border bottlenecks,
interoperability issues.
The overall goal of the Scan-Med Observatory (SMO) is
to bring cities and local authorities to be more involved
in the TEN-T implementation process. Transport

corridors do not just cross countries, industrial areas,
ports, airports, but also connect a large amount of
medium and large cities and agglomerations. The SMO
promotes new governance methods and coordination
groups to make sure that also cities needs and the
urban/regional level is part of the decision-making
process, and that Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans
(SUMPs) are more and more integrated and coherent
with TEN-T dimension.
The SMO will facilitate institutional networking by
reinforcing a community at urban nodes / TEN-T
corridor level and encourage common funding
mechanisms and joint systems components. It will be
a forum for coordination, collaboration, and data
sharing for clean and efficient urban multimodal
mobility on TEN-T corridor level.

Contact:
www.move21.eu
twitter.com/move21eu
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Urban Nodes Forum: Engaging
Urban Nodes in TEN-T Knowledge
Exchange and Policy Dialogues
Lucian Zagan & Anne-Charlotte Trapp

Eurocities is the network of major European cities.
Founded in 1986, it brings together the local
governments of more than 200 cities across Europe,
173 of them urban nodes on the TEN-T network. This
puts Eurocities in a very good position to promote a
close collaboration between urban nodes by organising
a series of Urban Nodes Forum meetings dedicated to
knowledge exchange and policy dialogues on TEN-T
relevant aspects. These meetings are organised by
Eurocities as a partner in MOVE21 and SCALE-UP, two
Horizon 2020 Innovation Actions focusing on
multimodal urban mobility by taking into consideration
the TEN-T dimension of the urban nodes involved.
SCALE-UP brings together Antwerp, Madrid, and Turku,
while MOVE 21 connects Oslo, Gothenburg, Hamburg,
Munich, Rome, and Bologna.

dialogues it brings among relevant stakeholders, be it
local
and
regional
representatives,
national
administrations, EU policy makers (EC, CoR, EP), TENT corridor coordinators, relevant European networks,
researchers and academics, and other stakeholders.
The Urban Nodes Forum meetings will be organised –
as part of MOVE21 and SCALE-UP – in several locations
in Europe to foster exchange of knowledge and good
practices in urban nodes and along TEN-T corridors.

The key idea of the proposed pitch is to promote the
Urban Nodes Forum and the opportunities for
knowledge exchange and policy

Contact:
move21.eu / twitter.com/move21eu
www.scale-up-project.eu / twitter.com/scaleupproject
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Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, the
pioneer region of green
hydrogen: Zero Emission Valley
Laurence Minne

Laurence Minne graduated as a process engineer and
holds a Master’s degree in Environmental Management.
She has worked in the gas industry and for the
Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) dedicated to the
promotion of Transnational Technological Transfers
throughout Europe at the Regional Chamber of
Commerce & Industry in Lyon. Laurence joined the
Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes Region in 2009 as European
project manager, then energy innovation officer. Since
2021, Laurence has been Hydrogen project manager at
the Energy and Environment Department.

Valley Project aims to roll out simultaneously around
500 vehicles and 20 hydrogen refuelling stations to kick
start a hydrogen mobility market and contribute to a
European network of hydrogen refuelling stations. It
has a budget of €50 million with €10 million CEF
contribution.

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes is a European leading region on
hydrogen technologies: It is a member of the Clean
hydrogen Alliance, co leader of the S3 Hydrogen Valleys
partnership (60 regions & cities from 13 European
countries engaged) and leader of the EUSALP working
group on H2. With 80% of the French hydrogen value
chain located in the region, it was decided to launch an
ambitious project to become.... the Zero Emission
Valley. The Zero Emission
Contact:
www.auvergnerhonealpes.fr
twitter.com/auvergnerhalpes
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ECOl’car retrofit : the available
and cost-effective solution to
convert diesel fleets to bioCNG
Daniela Touzé

Founded in 1977, CRMT is an engineering company
specialized on alternative fuel powertrains testing and
development. Since 1999, CRMT develops solutions for
cleaner and sustainable mobility mainly around CNG
engines, with its proprietary ECU, its testbenches, its
expertise on component design, gas circuit definition
and pollutant measurements methodologies (RDE, ISC,
ISM). In 2020, CRMT signed an agreement with Horiba
France, to develop an H2 testbench at its facilities to
test and develop Hydrogen Internal Combustion
Engines (HICE). At CED, CRMT presents its CNG retrofit
expertise with ECOl’car solution for school coaches and
RES4LIVE project for agricultural tractors. CRMT’s
retrofit methodology and technology improves the
environmental and the operational performances of
new or existing vehicles.

compartments. Almost every fleet in Europe is Diesel,
and emits important quantities of NOx and particulate
number. Converting these vehicles to CNG is a costeffective solution for governments to accelerate the
energetic transition, and rapidly increase the ratio of
less pollutant vehicles in city-centres.
ECOl'car is Europe’s first solution for an immediate
conversion from diesel to bioCNG. Born from a
partnership between CRMT and transport company
Berthelet, ECOl'car consists of replacing the EuroV
diesel components, integrating new CNG components,
and adapting the diesel vehicle's function package for
a safe CNG operation.

School coaches drive 20,000 km/year, are checked
every 6 months, do not need high autonomy and make
little use of the luggage

Contact:
www.crmt.fr/en/nos-realisations#real-id-62
twitter.com/CRMT_Powertrain
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Biocomposites Based on Olive
Pruning Fibers in the
Automotive Industry
Manuela Cano

PhD in Chemistry at Instituto de Carboquímica (CSIC,
Spain). Post-doctoral researcher in several institutions
such as the School of Physics at Trinity College Dublin
(Ireland) and Madrid Institute for Advanced Materials
(IMDEA Materials, Spain). Her research activities have
been focused in new synthesis processes of carbon
nanostructures and its insertion in polymer matrices
aiming to enhance mechanical, thermal, electrical and
catalytic properties. In Andaltec, she has developed a
background in rheological simulations and she is
currently working at the European Project Office where
she is coordinator of several national and international
R+D projects in the field of sustainable materials,
environmental resources and circular economy.

opportunity since natural fibers can be used for
biocomposite materials. In LIFE-COMP0LIVE project, a
new generation of biocomposites that are based on
olive fiber obtained from the olive pruning is being
developed. This olive fiber behaves as a remarkable
reinforcement for different polymer matrices either
biobased (polylactic acid) or recycled (polypropylene).
The composites obtained are meeting requirement
from the automotive sector and several prototype parts
have been already obtained.

In many Mediterranean countries, huge cultivation
areas (more than 5 million ha) are dedicated to olive
crops which produce more than 7 Mt of olive pruning,
currently considered as a residue. Nevertheless, this
biomass can suppose an economic

Contact:
www.lifecompolive.eu
twitter.com/LCompolive
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Business case for
FCEVs
Romain Picard

The Hydrogen Mobility Europe (H2ME) project’s
objective is to expand the number of fuel cell electric
vehicles (FCEVS) and hydrogen refuelling stations
(HRS) in Europe and demonstrate that hydrogenfuelled road transport can offer a viable and
competitive alternative to fossil fuels.
ZEFER started in September 2017 and will run until
September 2022. The project will deploy 180 FCEVs
(Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles) in Paris, London and
Copenhagen. It will demonstrate the viable business
cases for captive fleets of FCEVs in operations which
can realise value from hydrogen vehicles.

Building on the expertise gathered during these
projects the pitch will present learnings and results to
assess the economic viability of FCEVs when compared
to BEVs and hybrid vehicles.

These projects have received funding from the Fuel
Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking (now Clean
Hydrogen Partnership) under Grant Agreement No
671438, 700350 and 779538. This Joint Undertaking
receives support from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation programme, Hydrogen
Europe and Hydrogen Europe Research.

Contact:
www.h2me.eu / www.zefer.eu
twitter.com/H2ME_eu / twitter.com/ZEFER_EU
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Preparing rail professionals for
a more interconnected Europe
Robert Arenella

The EU funded blueprint project STAFFER (Skill Training
Alliance For the Future European Rail system) tackles
the looming shortage of adequately skilled labour force
in the European rail supply industry. The objective is to
help identify the main existing skill gaps and assess the
future needs in the industry, Vocational & Education
Training (VET) institutions and technical universities
and to propose adaptations to curricula, training and
educational programmes to address new technological
developments and trends.

STAFFER, an Erasmus+-funded Blueprint for Skills in
rail, is a consortium tasked with assessing existing
career pathways to provide recommendations for
improved training opportunities.

The EU is going green, attempting to build its resiliency
and spurring on a economic recovery that leverages the
expansive single market. In several landmark climate
initiatives, rail has been tasked with facilitating this
changing economy, mainly by doubling traffic by 2050.
Faced with an aging workforce and the necessity for
increasingly complex capabilities due to further
digitalisation, the current lack of sufficient skills in the
sector threatens the ability to fully contribute to these
ambitions.

Contact:
www.railstaffer.eu/
twitter.com/RAIL_STAFFER
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New concept of urban
transportation
Antonio Povoas

AP-BRIDGE is an engineering company, specialized on
bridge construction equipments, having developed a
project in passengers and freight mobility.
For ports logistic, we developed vehicles equipped with
special devices that can autonomously and laterally
load/unload containers on railway wagons or trucks,
enabling: electric trains inside the port; replacing
several equipment’s to handle containers; increasing
the turnover of containers at ports.
For passenger mobility our solutions are based on
dividing the train in a lower chassis (rail or tire wheels)
and a cabin, enabling: railway cabins to be side slided
to tire lower chassis forming a buses with different
routes; automatically transfers of cabins between
railway lines with different characteristic (gauges,
voltages or control systems).

Contact:
www.ap-bridge.com/

Connecting Europe Days
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Communication: a key lever
for hydrogen development
Antoine Abou

Verso Energy contributes to the emergence of an
energy mix with a high share of renewables by
developing, financing and operating dispatchable
power plants, battery energy storage systems, and
carbon-free hydrogen production facilities.
The pitch will present Verso Energy and its strategy to
communicate to General Public to accelerate the
deployment of hydrogen solutions.

Exhibition Guide

Connecting Europe Days
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Towards climate
neutrality with rail
Carlo Borghini & Caroline Chambel

The Europe’s Rail Joint Undertaking (EU-RAIL) is a
public-private partnership between the European Union
and the rail sector, established with a view to
contributing to the European Union's Policy priorities
and more specifically the Sustainable and Smart
Mobility Strategy. EU-RAIL is the legal and universal
successor of Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (S2R JU) and
is structured around two main pillars: the Innovation
Pillar and the System Pillar, complemented by the
Deployment Group. It aims at achieving an ambitious
transformation of rail with innovative solutions
expected to start entering in operational environment
as from 2025-2026 horizon. By 2031, EU-RAIL will
have implemented research and innovation activities
totaling EUR 2.2 billion since the establishment of S2R
in 2014.

transition of Europe. Executive Director Carlo Borghini
and Communication Trainee Caroline Chambel will
discuss the possibilities that rail offers to work towards
a green future. They will do this by providing concrete
railway innovations that are the results of this
European partnership on rail research and innovation
established under the Horizon Europe programme
(2020-2027).

EU-Rail will provide technological and operational
solutions to lead the transformation of the rail sector,
working towards the twin green and digital

Contact:
rail-research.europa.eu/
twitter.com/EURail_JU
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A new and resilient multimodal
traffic management ecosystem
Runar Søråsen

ITS Norway covers all ICT technology use in the
transport industry to make transport systems safer,
more efficient, and sustainable. This includes solutions,
ranging from real-time information to providing
decision support to transport users and operators to
fully automated transport systems. The project
ORCHESTRA aims to coordinate and synchronize
transport improving road, rail, water and air transport
through increased automation and user involvement. It
will provide European policy makers, public authorities,
transport providers and citizens with new knowledge
and technical and organizational solutions. The project
will validate and evaluate the multimodal traffic
management concept and related tools in its two Living
Labs, both in Norway and Italy, covering freight and
person transports across road, rail, water and air.

Contact:
orchestra2020.eu
twitter.com/orchestra2020
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Towards a more resilient
multimodal infrastructure: the
FORESEE EU Project
José Diez

Within the EU Programme H2020, the FORESEE Project
aims at promoting a stronger and more resilient
multimodal European transport network. The FORESEE
toolkit has been developed by a multidisciplinary
consortium of 18-partners to support infrastructure
managers in their strategies to minimise impact of
climate change and manmade extreme disasters on
road and railways networks.
After 3.5 years of work, the three main results
delivered by the consortium are the following:
-

-

Development of Guidelines for the assessment
of resilience of transport infrastructure to
potentially disruptive nature and manmade
events.
Promotion of the standardisation in the field
through the publication of CEN Workshop
Agreement.
Boosting synergies for road and railways in a
multimodal TEN-T network.

Contact:
foreseeproject.eu/
twitter.com/ForeseeProject

Connecting Europe Days
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Empathic vehicles
José Solaz

Bio: PhD. In Mechanical engineering with background
in several automobile companies such as FAURECIA or
AcerlorMittal (Aceralia). Nowadays, Dr. Solaz is Head of
Innovation in Automobile and Mobility, and Scientific
Director of IBV. Member of CCAM initiative and leader
of H2020 project SUaaVE, Dr. Solaz has participated as
a member of several projects related with autonomous
and electric vehicles from the human factors
perspective. Author of several papers in the field of
driver monitoring and human factors in autonomous
vehicle, its activities are focused on the impact of
technology
and
driver
monitoring
systems
development and analysis.
SUaaVE aims to make a change in public acceptance of
Connected Automated Vehicle by leaning on a HumanDriven Design (HDD) approach, where the user is not
only the center of the process but actively contributes
to the definition of the concept and development of the
technology.

SUaaVE focus on the human side, working to improve
more “intangible” aspects such as safety perception,
attitudes and, in general, emotional appraisal of CAV.
In the project, the concept of Empathic Vehicle has
been developed. The Empathic Vehicles is a L4/L5 CAV
that monitors, understands and reacts to the needs and
feelings of the occupants. Its development can
establish the basis to foster the acceptance of CAV
technology.
The project, led by IBV, has been co-funded by the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme.

Contact:
https://www.suaave.eu/
https://twitter.com/SUaaVE_project
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Get to know PIONEERS &
MAGPIE
Hanna Van Kraaij & Arne-Jan Polman

PIONEERS addresses the challenges faced by European
ports to reduce their environmental impact while
remaining competitive in a sector characterized by
continuous growth. These challenges are aligned with
the European Green Deal’s main objective to make
Europe climate neutral by 2050. The Port of AntwerpBruges operates the biggest port area in the world and
is pioneering in the efforts toward a climate-neutral
port. For this reason, PIONEERS will build on the
commitment of the Port of Antwerp-Bruges to scale up
the
current
state-of-the-art
and
demonstrate
applicability
and
feasibility
through
several
demonstrations, acting as a lighthouse for EU ports.
The Port of Barcelona, Constanta, and Venlo, on the
other hand, represents the ideal mix of size, location,
operation models, and area of influence to test these
demonstrations, during the project lifecycle.

MAGPIE - MAGPIE’s ambition is to force a breakthrough
in the supply and use of green energy carriers in
transport to, from and within ports. We will create
energy efficiencies and support developments that
make green-energy carriers available to users. By
demonstrating and implementing smart solutions in the
realm of digitalization and automation, we will facilitate
and contribute to the decarbonization of port-related
transport.
The pitch will briefly present PIONEERS and its sister
project, MAGPIE, as well as insightful information about
both projects and their ambition and impacts.

Contact:
pioneers-ports.eu/
www.magpie-ports.eu/
twitter.com/MagpiePorts
twitter.com/PIONEERS_EU
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Safety of long-distance cycling
on TEN-T and EuroVELO
Marko Ševrović

SABRINA - Safer Bicycle Routes in Danube Area aims
to tackle cycling infrastructure safety issues on
existing, planned and missing cycling corridors crossing
the Danube region. More than 2700 km of EuroVelo
bicycle routes in eight countries were inspected for
safety using specially equipped vehicles, software and
trained analysts. The results of the inspections will
show how safe the bicycle routes are and what could
be done to improve their safety, and prevent serious
injuries and even deaths amongst cyclists. The project,
which is being implemented in the framework of the
Danube Transnational Programme and is co-funded by
European Union funds (ERDF, ENI) also increases
awareness about cycling infrastructure safety and
facilitates the transfer of best practices and
transnational cooperation through learning activities.

This pitch will cover activities performed in the
SABRINA Interreg Danube project covering the safety
of cycling on EuroVelo routes that are parallel to TEN-T
network in the Danube area.

Contact:
www.interreg-danube.eu/SABRINA
twitter.com/SABRINA_project
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Leveraging 'carbon negative' hydrogen as
a fuel for an accelerated decarbonisation
of road freight transport in the EU

Ovarith Troeung

Mr. Ovarith Troeung holds Engineering & Master of
Science degrees from Ecole Nationale Supérieure des
Télécommunications & Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal
as well as a Master in Finance from Université Paris 1Panthéon La Sorbonne. Before joining Hyliko, Mr.
Ovarith Troeung held leadership positions at Michelin
and ENGIE where he was in charge of accelerating the
growth of green mobility businesses (NGV, e-mobility,
H2). He is now the CEO of Hyliko, the first zeroemission mobility platform offering a one-stop shop to
carriers that includes hydrogen fuel cell truck leasing &
maintenance, carbon negative hydrogen and carbon
credits management.
In a context of challenging energy prices and supplies,
Hyliko believes that a broad adoption of hydrogen as a
fuel for road freight transport will accelerate the
transition to low carbon heavy transport to reach EU's
Climate ambition by 2030. Hyliko is the first zeroemission mobility platform offering a one-stop shop to
carriers that includes

hydrogen fuel cell truck leasing & maintenance, carbon
negative hydrogen and carbon credits management.
Thanks to partnerships with prominent hydrogen
technology providers, Hyliko made the choice of carbon
negative hydrogen to accelerate the transition of
heavy-duty truck fleets to carbon-neutral fleets.
Leveraging carbon negative hydrogen, Hyliko one-stop
shop offer allows carriers to decarbonize 3 times faster
(compared to hydrogen from electrolysis) and decrease
the overall TCO by up to 3 times. Hyliko aims at serving
10% of the fuel cell trucks market in Europe and
developing a network of up to 100 hydrogen refuelling
stations in Europe by 2030 at key locations of the TENT Corridors in the EU.

Contact:
www.hyliko.com
mobile.twitter.com/hylikom
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Drive on hydrogen with
HYVIA
Coralie Jolly

“HY” for hydrogen, “VIA” for road: HYVIA paves a new
way forward for carbon-free mobility, with hydrogen
mobility solutions. Created in June 2021, HYVIA is a
joint venture equally owned by Renault Group, a
dominant player in the automotive industry, and Plug
Power, a world leader in turnkey hydrogen and fuel cell
solutions.
Based in France, for European markets, HYVIA offers a
complete and unique ecosystem that includes light
commercial vehicles with fuel cells, hydrogen-refuelling
stations, supply of carbon-free hydrogen, services for
financing and maintenance of fleets.

Contact:

www.hyvia.eu
twitter.com/HYVIA_Official
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The decarbonization strategy
in the Lyon-Turin base tunnel
Maurizio Bufalini

The new Lyon-Turin line (hereinafter also “NLTL”) and
the 57.5 km long Mont Cenis base tunnel, are a central
link of the New Mediterranean Corridor, one of the nine
corridors of the TEN-T network, the future
“metropolitan railway of Europe”. The project promotes
– in an ecological and sustainable way – the transport
of cargo and people by railway, with the objective of
decreasing the transport by road.
During the base tunnel realization, the decarbonisation
strategy of TELT is based on two elements:
-

The attention to the reduction of carbon fossil
energy utilization in the sites building.

-

The excavation materials are reused in a
circular economy process.

Contact:
www.telt-sas.com/en/sustainability/
twitter.com/telt_lyonturin
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Algeciras Port Last Mile. Decarbonize
freight traffic by promoting lowemission modes of transport.

Luis Núñez

Luis Núñez is European Affairs Manager at the Algeciras
Bay Port Authority. For 3 years, he has been committed
to bringing Algeciras closer to the heart of Europe
thanks to the TEN-T and CEF funds. He is now focused
on FIT FOR 55 and the decarbonisation of the maritime
sector. Previously, for 12 years, his professional career
has been developed in large companies, like Ferrovial
and Ineco, in the design and construction of high-speed
railways in Spain (AVE), Saudi Arabia (HARAMAIN) and
England (HS2), providing him with a general and
international vision of transport infrastructures and its
importance for the development of society. His
educational background includes a Master in civil
engineering and a Esade’s Corporate management
program. He has a Master in Port Management and
Planning and Intermodality.

Europe. It has been listed as the most efficient in the
World Bank's Container Port Performance index. In
2022 railway traffic increased by 330%, removing
around 15,000 trucks from the road so far compared
with 2021. This action will improve the connections of
the Port with its Hinterland through the TEN-T and will
support a Rolling Motorway, promoting intermodality
with the most sustainable transport. The project will
enable the necessary railway facilities to address the
reduction of the Port's Carbon footprint aligned with the
Ten-T Policies and the Green Deal objectives.

Algeciras Port is the starting point of the Atlantic and
Mediterranean Corridors, the first port in terms of total
cargo in Spain and the fourth in

Contact:
www.apba.es/
twitter.com/PuertoAlgeciras
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upandbike - Elevated, automatic
and safe bike parking network
for Smart Cities
Joan Flores

Upandbike is a modular network of elevated, smart,
automatic and safe parking for bicycles. upandbike
allows the optimization of urban space to ease
individual mobility and make it more sustainable.

upandbike is to free up urban space in cities where it is
in high demand. This automated elevated parking
system is multifunctional since it frees up the space
that remains below, allowing the public road to be used
for other purposes such as a bus station, a kiosk, a
last-mile hub, a metro station, etc.

Upandbike is a net of safe available bike parking
scattered over the city by means of elevated automatic
stations. The stations are elevated, safe, automatic,
and smart. The fact of being elevated makes it 100%
integrable with the available public transport such as
the metro and bus stations. The main purpose is to
provide door-2-door availability to micro-mobility while
solving the lack of safe parking and freeing up the
streets of the chaos that bad parked bikes suppose
nowadays.

It is also worth noting the safety that this type of
parking provides against possible thefts. Its robust
safety system ensures that bicycles cannot be stolen.
This is one of the main problems for which there are
citizens who do not want to move around the city by
bike. Furthermore, theft is also one of the main reasons
why regular bicycle users use cheap and low-quality
bicycles.

The objective of a network of bike parking is to allow
excellent mobility of the citizens who move in this
means of transport allowing them to carry out all their
daily tasks comfortably and storing the bike a short
distance from where they are. The value proposition of

The concept of elevated parking has many benefits that
perhaps one does not recognize with the naked eye.
One of the main reasons for elevated parking is its
safety; just because it is elevated, it automatically
offers a safety plus. On the other hand, being elevated

Connecting Europe Days
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makes it very easy to install and maintain, avoiding
civil works and accessing it easily through specific
access for maintenance. The fact that it is installed at
the height of the trees makes it visually integrated with
the urban flora. Aesthetics is essential when we talk
about urban planning, but we also care about
functionality and comfortability. Placing it at this height
allows passers-by to pass under it without problems;
upandbike is not an obstacle.
upandbike manufactures and makes a network of
parking lots available to citizens, so that parking is no
longer an excuse for not taking our bike. We facilitate
sustainable and safe door to door urban mobility
ensuring a place to park the bike safely at the end of
our journey.

Contact:
www.upandbike.com
twitter.com/upandbike
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What added value "SPV" will
generate on rail projects
Pekka Ottavainen

The railway line between Helsinki and Turku is one of
Finland’s busiest lines for passenger trains. The current
plans for a new high-speed, double-track railway line
will reduce travel time between the cities, bring new
opportunities for growth and development, and create
conditions for improving local transport connections. In
addition to faster journey times, the new line will link
all the localities along the route to the Helsinki
metropolitan area, creating a common commuting area
for 1.5 million Finns in the western part of South
Finland. The railway line will also be available to freight
trains.

Our way to go further will fulfil our slogan "Railway to
the future". Our pitch will reveal these elements and
the reasoning behind it.

Project company will bring the new approach to
traditional rail project scope. Not only financial benefits
but also new solutions on environmental issues as well
as innovative spin-off elements.

Contact:
www.tunninjuna.fi/en/
twitter.com/TunninJuna
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Investing in the Future of
Energy and Clean Mobility
Konstantinos Chatzifotis

Motor Oil is a 50yr-old energy group of 92 companies
engaged in various activities of the broader energy
industry. Operates one of the top refineries in Europe
(11,54 Nelson Complexity Index) and plays a leading role
in the sectors of crude oil refining and marketing of
petroleum products in Greece, as well as the greater
eastern Mediterranean region. It exports in more than 70
countries and has about 3000 employees. The last years
the Group has diversified its traditional orientation
expanding in Renewable Energy (wind & solar parks,
batteries), electricity & natural gas, alternative fuels /
biofuels, circularity / waste to energy.
Part of Motor Oil strategy is to develop an entire value
chain for low carbon and climate neutral transport fuels.
On the strategic pillar of eMobility, the goal is to establish
Motor Oil as the major eMobility provider on all relevant
market segments and provide state-of-art charging
equipment
and
eMobility
services,
ensuring
interoperability over a common platform. The last three
(3) years Motor Oil Group has been investing, and will
continue to do so, to develop the largest and fastest

eMobility network in Greece and the wider region of
Southeastern Europe. The main retail companies, AVINOIL
and CORAL (Shell), are operating more than 1.500
refueling stations in Greece and neighbouring countries.
So far, 201 EVCs are installed in various locations,
establishing the largest network of fast chargers in Greece,
while the plan is to have 1000 chargers installed within
2023.
Motor Oil, has developed the BLUE MED Project, which
aims to establish a scalable, reliable, replicable and lowcost value chain of ultra-low carbon hydrogen which will
contribute to European energy and climate targets, the
European Commission’s Hydrogen Strategy and Energy
Transition initiatives. Motor Oil will design and install the
first renewable hydrogen production facility in Greece,
while it aims at the construction of a publicly accessible
Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) network for passenger,
light-duty and especially long-haul heavy-duty vehicles,
contributing to the reduction of the environmental
footprint for vehicles using the Trans-European Transport
Network (TEN-T).

Contact:
www.moh.gr
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Smart mobile powerbanks: a
path for inclusive and versatile
electric vehicles
Jean-Baptiste Segard

JB Segard is the founder of EP Tender, after a 26 year
career in the asset management industry. He has built
a team of 8 engineers around the mission to enable
affordable mass market electric vehicles to travel
occasional long distance trips with peace of mind.
Dynamic charging of electric vehicles, and optimizing
the utilization rate of batteries, in order to minimize
their environmental footprint and increase the share of
renewables in the electricity mix. There is no escape:
EVs have to be desirable by the general public in order
to succeed the energy transition. Neither tongue-incheek nor magic thinking will achieve this. We must
solve the over constrained problem of affordability and
versatility of the electric vehicles. EP Tender’s solution
is a modular smart powerbank trailer, which is rented
on demand, more than doubles the motorway driving
range of EVs and collapses the time of charging stops,
with a fully seamless user experience.

Contact:
www.eptender.com
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Mediterranean Corridor Interactive
Map Viewer. Improving transparency
& data accessibility

Matteo Berzi

The Spanish Government Commissioner Office for the
Mediterranean Corridor led by prof. Josep Vicent Boira (since
2018) started its activity in 2017 under the Spanish Railway
Infrastructure Manager (Adif), Ministry of Transport, Mobility
and Urban Agenda (MITMA). The Office is in charge of
coordinating
and
boosting
Mediterranean
Corridor’s
construction works and raising the public awareness about its
socioeconomic and environmental benefits. In 2021, the Office
has developed and published the first interactive map viewer
of the Mediterranean Corridor in Spain. The Office has become
a reference for the Corridor’s stakeholders such as railway and
logistic operators, ports, businesses, public administrations,
EU institutions, and civil society to address their needs and
instances related to the Corridor’s development.
On 24 March 2021, Adif /Spanish Railway Infrastructure
Manager) unveiled the new Geographic Information System
(GIS) of the Mediterranean Corridor to celebrate the European
Year of Railway. The need to develop a GIS arose in response
to requests received by the Commissioner’s Office from
institutional, economic and social actors: an official, accessible
and user friendly, but at the same time technically and
graphically detailed means of

consultation. The Mediterranean Corridor GIS sets four
fundamental objectives:
1) Providing up-to-date information on its development: it
shows its current situation, the state of works and projects in
progress, and finally the 2030 situation
2) Displaying its complexity, identifying all the connection
nodes: the main nodes connected and to be connected to the
Corridor are identified and characterised: cities, freight
terminals, factories, passenger stations, ports and airports.
3) Showing its cross-border and European scope: to
understand the potential of the Corridor, it is necessary to look
beyond state borders because the Mediterranean Corridor is a
European project that connects six Member States (Spain,
France, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia and Hungary, up to the border
with Ukraine) and has a clear cross-border nature.
4) Visualising the work of the Office and the monitoring of the
works: to streamline the monitoring of works and improve the
visualisation of the work of the Office of the Spanish.
The materialisation of these objectives in the form of this
interactive portal has attracted attention in the EU, where the
tool has been received with interest. Its excellent reception
exceeded 10,000 visits in the first months.

Contact:
corredor-mediterraneo-adif.hub.arcgis.com/
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Building an interoperable
multimodal ecosystem
Souheir Mili; Marco Ferreira; Achim von
der Embse; Juan Castro

The Shift2Rail Innovation Programme 4 (S2R-IP4)
coordinated by Thales is building an ecosystem for
Transport Service Providers that provides a single
access point to a multimodal marketplace reducing the
risk, effort and cost associated with navigating the
current “silo” transport markets, but also to stimulate
the cooperation amongst transport stakeholders.
The main challenges of this IP4 is to provide multimodal door-to-door intermodal journeys, enhance the
User demand of the European Rail System, Consolidate
the Reliability and Quality of services and improve the
competitiveness by fostering an extended competitive
market of advanced applications and interoperability
products and services.

Contact:
https://projects.shift2rail.org
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Decarbonising the maritime
transport and ports
Guillermo Lopez

CORE LNGas hive project as an innovation project and
its roll-out through the LNGhive2 strategy has made it
possible to lay the foundation for the decarbonization
of maritime transport and the port environment in the
Iberian Peninsula since 2016 and with a time horizon of
2030.
An initiative, led by Puertos del Estado and coordinated
by Enagás, that has enabled a safe, efficient and
integrated LNG logistics chain in the maritime and port
sector on the Iberian Peninsula. A benchmark for
public-private partnership. Together with LNGhive2, it
involves a total of 49 partners from Spain and Portugal,
21 of them public partners and 28 private partners. A
test case for decarbonising European maritime
transport and ports.

Contact:
https://lnghive.com
https://twitter.com/core_lngashive
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IRIS - Invest on safeR
trIpS
Pavlos Kosmidis

IRIS is a Driver State Monitoring Android application,
which aims at providing real-time monitoring and
assessment of the drowsiness and inattention level of
a driver thus improving road safety. The application
builds on the findings of the Trustonomy project which
has received funding from European Union’s
Horizon2020.

IRIS goal is to (i) present an easy-to-use on-device
DMS solution and (ii) give the necessary feedback to
the drive by utilizing the front camera of a smartphone
as well as biometrics from smartwatches in order to
continuously monitor the state of the driver during the
driving session.

Pitch description: While the number of road accidents
continues to grow, many studies indicate that
drowsiness is one of the main contributors. To this end
we present IRIS, a Driver State Monitoring Android
application, which aims at providing a real-time
monitoring and assessment of the drowsiness and
inattention level of a driver.

Contact:
h2020-trustonomy.eu/
twitter.com/HTrustonomy
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How to increase modal report
from road to rail and waterway
transport?
Stéphana Chassin

AI Cargo Foundation is a non-profit association. Its aim
is to improve transport chains through the adoption of
collaborative practices and the development of
innovative tools. The association relies on a data
exchange platform and uses artificial intelligence to
support the ecological transition.

It makes it easier for territories to manage their
development policies in favour of more sustainable
transport. Finally, it offers digital players the possibility
of interconnecting their offers to a data sharing space.”

The climate emergency requires a promptly
transformation of transport and logistics. Therefore, AI
Cargo Foundation has launched the Appel d'aiR
programme to help the supply chain actors in
accelerating the modal shift from road to rail and
waterway transport by providing them with the digital
SAAS platform AI Cargo.
This platform gives shippers all the routes and
timetables for rail and waterway transport. It allows
freight forwarders and carriers to propose their offers
and to collect information useful for launching new
services.

Contact:
www.aicargofoundation.org
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LiVert - How to disrupt
e-commerce delivery system for
free and greener shipping
Feliana Citradewi

LiVert is the Pioneer of online delivery pooling. It is a
collaborative application that groups together online
purchases in order to obtain 100% free and greener
deliveries thanks to our innovative matching algorithm
combined with geolocation technology.
Today our mobile application is available in Appstore
and PlayStore for free to help our users adopt a new
lifestyle towards a more responsible and sustainable
online shopping that will also allow them to meet other
people in the community that have the same interest.
We have more than 200 partner brands that are
available in our apps including all major e-commerce
brands.

d'Administration,
Sciences
International Law.

Po,

Sorbonne

and

We are in the era of e-commerce, crisis and ecological
consciousness. How to propose a solution that fits our
modern consumption behaviour yet saving money and
our planet? LiVert would contribute to building the
today and future solution that responds to this major
challenge with a huge collaborative community and a
bit of technology disruption. Thus, our vision is to make
ecological gesture accessible for all with a solution that
reconciles economical aspects yet environmental
respect.

Today's major problem is how to propose ecological
solution that fit our era and help people to save money
yet collaborate more. We are trying to respond to this
huge challenge with LiVert. Feliana Citradewi, The
founder of LiVert and FC-IMD, Master Ecole Nationale

Contact:
livert.fr/
twitter.com/LiVert_Fr
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V2X in Europe: Fermata Energy's
solutions for grid-integrated
electric vehicles (EV)
Claire Weiller

Fermata Energy was created for the dual purposes of
accelerating the adoption of EVs and accelerating the
transition to a renewable energy future. Fermata
Energy enables utilities to add more renewable energy
to the grid more quickly, and V2G revenue makes clean
electric vehicles more cost-effective. Fermata Energy
thus offers a solution to two major challenges we face
today: the integration of clean, renewable energy and
the adoption of clean transportation.

Our objective is to attract partners from the
automotive and transport sectors interested in digital
technology to build pilots and commercial project
opportunities in Europe.

We highlight the value and multi-stakeholder benefits
of Fermata Energy’s V2X solutions. Fermata is a deeptechnology provider of hardware and software solutions
to forecast, optimize and control EV charge and
discharge processes, creating value for local building
energy and the energy system at generation,
transmission, and distribution levels. Ultimately, this
value is passed back to EV owners to lower their cost
of ownership.

Contact:
www.fermataenergy.com/
twitter.com/FermataEnergy
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The European Alternative
Fuels Observatory
Philippe Vangeel

European Alternative Fuels Observatory – EAFO - is a
key information support tool for the European
Commission in the implementation process of Directive
2014/94/EU.
the European Alternative Fuels Observatory and the
pricing of electric vehicle recharging in Europe. Bring
attention to the existence of the EAFO portal.

Exhibition Guide
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Making commute more
sustainable: the MaaS journey
Laurent Glorieux

Bio: As an operator and global integrator of mobility,
Transdev – The mobility company – gives people the
freedom to move whenever and however they choose.
Established in 17 countries and 9 Member States of the
EU, Transdev’s approach is rooted in long-term
partnerships with businesses and public authorities.
Transdev is jointly held by Caisse des Dépôts Group
(66%) and the RETHMANN Group (34%). In 2020, with
83,000 employees, the Group generated total revenues
of 6.75 billion euros (with 75% in Europe).
Laurent Glorieux is the VP Client Management at
Cityway, a leading provider of MaaS platforms for Local
Governments and Operators, and subsidiary of
Transdev. Cityway, helps local authorities and
transport organizations around the world provide
better digital integrated mobility services to their
travelers, for a more sustainable and shared mobility
for all. Cityway delivers state of the art white label
MaaS technology, and makes it easier for commuters

to get a seamless travel experience, without using their
personal cars all the way. Laurent has been leading
global teams for software companies around the globe
for more than 15 years.
Pitch description: For 20 years, Cityway, a subsidiary of
Transdev Group, has been developing white-label
technology solutions to help local authorities make
public transport and all forms of mobility more
accessible and efficient, and to create a seamless
mobility experience that encourages more travellers to
take the first step towards more equitable, sustainable
and shared mobility practices.
As an expert in Mobility as a Service (MaaS), Cityway
develops and integrates the best solutions for
passenger information, on-the-spot or advance service
bookings, payment, validation, and assistance in
analysing and intelligently adjusting of mobility service
offers in cities and regions.
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Making commute more
sustainable: the MaaS journey
Laurent Glorieux

Based in Aix-en-Provence, France, with clients in
France, Germany, the Netherlands, USA and Canada,
Cityway has become the French champion of Mobility
as a Service (MaaS) solutions with its 200 engineers
and developers.
In particular, Cityway has produced the following
digital solutions: Compte Mobilité Mulhouse, Moovizy
in Saint-Etienne, Amaze in Amsterdam, Optymod in
Lyon, Site Oise, Flexilia LeHavre, Fluo Grand Est,
Triplinx in Toronto, Mticket in New Orleans, Kedia in
New Caledonia.

Contact:
https://www.transdev.com
https://twitter.com/transdev
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MZIGO – modular POD solutions, realising
“Ecological Consciousness” & “Physical
Internet”
Joris Clays

Based in Aix-en-Provence, France, with clients in
France, Germany, the Netherlands, USA and Canada,
Cityway has become the French champion of Mobility
as a Service (MaaS) solutions with its 200 engineers
and developers.
In particular, Cityway has produced the following digital
solutions: Compte Mobilité Mulhouse, Moovizy in SaintEtienne, Amaze in Amsterdam, Optymod in Lyon, Site
Oise, Flexilia LeHavre, Fluo Grand Est, Triplinx in
Toronto, Mticket in New Orleans, Kedia in New
Caledonia.

Contact:
https://alternative-fuels-observatory.ec.europa.eu/
https://twitter.com/EAFO_news

Timing

Session I 13H.40 – 14H.50

Timing

Marketplace session Urban & Decarbonisation
Moderators: Wim van de Camp and Henri Dorr
Speaker (s)

13:40-13:46

Juliette Thijs

13:46-13:53

Magali Serneaux

Session II 15H.00 – 15H.54
Marketplace session Research & Innovation

Timing

Moderators Mathieu Grosch and María Guillen Molina
Organisation, Topic

Polis, TANGENT project

Element Energy, JIVE, JIVE2 and MEHRLIN project

Speaker(s)

15:00 - 15:06

Manuela Cano

15:06 - 15:12

Romain Picard

Session III 16H.00 – 17H.01 Marketplace session III
Decarbonisation

Timing

Moderators Jon Worth and Matej Zganec
Organisation, Topic
Andaltec - Biocomposites Based on Olive Pruning Fibers
in the Automotive Industry

Hydrogen Mobility Europe H2ME, ZEFER project

Speaker(s)

16:00 - 16:06

Hanna Van Kraaij +
Arne-Jan Polman

Session IV 17H.10 – 18H.30
Marketplace session IV Digitalisation & Decarbonisation

Moderators: Lotte Lankveld + Carmen Machado
Organisation, Topic

PIONEERS & MAGPIE projects

Speaker(s)

17:10-17:16

Matteo Berzi

17:16 - 17:22

Souheir Mili

17:22 - 17:28

Guillermo Lopez

European Institute of Road
16:06 - 16:12

Marko Ševrović

Assessement, SABRINA

Organisation, Topic
Ineco, Meditaranean corridor interactive map viewer, improving
transparnecy and data accessiblity

Shirft2Rail, IP4 Building an interoperable multimodal ecosystem

project

13:53-13:59

Pierre Chewan

13:59-14:05

Marine Binckli

14:05-14:11

Els de Wit

14:11-14:17

Klaas van

Société du Grand Paris, Grand Paris Express (GPE)

Province of Zuid-Holland, RH2INE project

Jan-Karel

15:12 - 15:18

Robert Arenella

15:18 - 15:24

Antonio Povoas

15:24 - 15:30

Antoine Abou

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water management,
Cross Sectoral Synergy Projects on EU top corridors
15:30 - 15:36

Staalduine

Luca Neumann +
14:17-14:23

NAVYA, AVENUE project

Province of Limburg, Rhombus project

15:36 - 15:42

Carlo Borghini +

UNIFE, STAFFER - Skill Training Alliance For the
Future European Rail system

AP-BRIDGE, project passenger and freight mobility

Verso Energy

EU-RAIL, European partnership on rail research and
innovation under Horizon Europe

16:18 - 16:24

16:24 - 16:30

Ovarith Troeung

Jean-Christophe Beziat

Maurizio Bufalini

HYVIA, Hydrogen
TELT, Lyon-Turin line and
Mont Cenis base tunnel

17:28 - 17:34

17:34 - 17:40

Pavlos Kosmidis

Enagas, LNGHIVE2

IRIS, safeR trIpS Driver State Monitoring application

AI Cargo Foundation, Modal shift AI Cargo digital platform
Stéphana Chassin

16:30 - 16:36

Luis Núñez

Algaciras port, Last Mile

17:40 - 17:46

Feliana Citradewi

ITS-Norway, Orchestra project

16:36 - 16:42

Joan Flores

upandbike, Parking Smart

17:46 - 17:52

Claire Weiller

European Union Road Federation

16:42 - 16:48

Turku one hour train

17:52 - 17:58

Philippe Vangeel

Motor oil, CLEA and REA

17:58 - 18:04

EP Tender, Electric Vehicles

18:04 - 18:10

Joris Claeys

18:10 - 18:16

Free slots

18:16 - 18:24

Free slots

18:24 - 18:30

Free slots

Caroline Chambel

Runar Søråsen

16:12-16:18

Hyliko, Zero Emission Mobility Platform

LiVert, Online delivery pooling

Fermata Energy, V2X

Konings
14:23-14:29

Raffaele
Vergnani

MOVE21, Scan - Med Observatory

15:42 - 15:48

José Diez

Eurocities, Urban Nodes Forum

15:48 - 15:54

José Solaz

Lucian Zagan +
14:29-14:35

Anne-Charlotte

IBV, SUaaVE project human side CAV

16:48 - 16:54

Trapp

14:35-14:41

Laurence Minne

14:41-14:47

Daniela Touzé

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, Zero
Emission Valley
CRMT, ECOl’car

16:54 - 17:00

Pekka Ottavainen

Konstantinos
Chatzifotis

Jean-Baptiste Segard

Laurent Glorieux

European Alternative Fuels Observatory, EAFO portal

Transdev, MaaS

CLEANconnect, MZIGO

